Information mining from textual data becomes a very challenging task when the structure of the text record is loose without any rules. The task becomes even harder when natural language is used and no apriori knowledge is available. The medical environment is very specific: the natural language used in textual description varies with the personality creating the record, however it is restricted by terminology (i.e. medical terms, etc.). Moreover, the typical patient record is filled with typographical errors, duplicates and many (nonstandard) abbreviations. The accuracy for relation extraction in journal text is typically about 60% [3]. A perfect accuracy in text mining is nearly impossible due to errors and duplications in the source text. Even when linguists are hired to label text for an automated extractor, the inter-linguist disparity is about 30%. The best results are obtained via an automated processing supervised by a human [5].

In this work we have studied, evaluated and proposed different swarm intelligence techniques for mining information from loosely structured medical textual records with no apriori knowledge. We describe the process of mining a large dataset of ∼50,000–120,000 records × 20 attributes in DB tables. Each attribute item contains ∼800–1,500 characters (diagnoses, medications, etc.). The output of this task is a set of ordered/nominal attributes suitable for rule discovery mining.

The overview of one small (in field length) attribute is visualized in the figure. Only a subsample (about 5%) of the dataset could be displayed in this paper, as the whole set would render into a uncomprehensible black stain. The vertices (literals) are represented as a green circle, the size reflects the literal frequency. Edges represent transition states between literals; edge stroke shows the transition rate (probability) of the edge.

A semi-automated (corrected by a human expert) organized transition graph showing the most important relations in one textual attribute. An aid of a human expert has been used in semi-automated approach (see the corresponding figure) where the automated layout has been corrected by the expert. The correction time has been about 20–30 seconds only.

The main advantage of the nature inspired concepts lies in automatic finding relevant literals and group of literals that can be adopted by the human analysts and furthermore improved and stated more precisely. The use of induced probabilistic models in such methods increased the speed of loosely structured textual attributes analysis and allowed the human analysts to develop lexical analysis grammar more efficiently in comparison to classical methods. The speedup (from about 5–10 minutes to approx 20–30 seconds) allowed to perform more iterations, increasing the yield of information from data that would be further processed in rule discovery process. However, the expert intervention in minor correction is still inevitable.
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